
SOUL-CIAL
MEDIA PLAYBOOK



ELEMENTAL BUSINESS INCUBATOR

Before we get started there will be a pop quiz.

This is a guide that covers the practical details of using social media for business growth. Since
I’m a business building magician it also covers some emotional and energetic nuances. It’s really
important to highlight from the get go that social media is one aspect of possible business
building strategy. It’s not mandatory by any means.

Do you like social media?
 Yes
 No

If you do, which social platforms do you like
best?

 Instagram
 Facebook
 Pinterest
 YouTube
 Twitter

How do you know when you’ve had too
much?
     When you start to feel really tired and
drained.
     When you start to get angry and
disconnected from your body.
     When the day is over and you haven’t
completed anything on your to-do list.
     When you’ve caught up on content and
start seeing content from yesterday.

How much social media is too much?
 1 hour per day
2-3 hours per day
3+ hours per day
There’s no such thing as too much!
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You have permission
not to use social media
to grow your business.



1Have a vision

2Use tools

4Have a loose
tracking of metrics

related to social

 (too tight a grip you’ll go batty and
lose perspective - no metrics and you

won’t see how far you’ve come)

3Check in to see
what needs to

evolve over time

“Today around seven-in-
ten Americans use
social media to connect
with one another,
engage with news
content, share
information and
entertain themselves.” 
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Now that we’ve talked about whether you like social media and how much is too much, we
can talk about ways to use it to build your business and how to leverage different platforms.

At a high level
the plan to use
social media to

grow your
business is:
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Who inspires you on social media? What are

the brands you love, that are using social in

ways that you love? What is it about them that

causes your heart to warm? Is it the cheeky

informal voice they use? The way they carelessly

offer who they truly are with no fucks given? Is

it the questions they ask? Consider this because

it will shape your strategy and STRATEGY IS

KEY to keep you anchored what you want in a

vast sea of data and ‘shoulds’.

1

W h o  i n s p i r e s  y o u  o n  s o c i a l  m e d i a ?
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Have a vision
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W h a t  a r e  t h e  b r a n d s  y o u  l o v e ,  t h a t  a r e  u s i n g  s o c i a l  i n  w a y s  t h a t
y o u  l o v e ?
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W h a t  i s  i t  a b o u t  t h e m  t h a t  c a u s e s  y o u r  h e a r t  t o  w a r m ?  I s  i t  t h e
c h e e k y  i n f o r m a l  v o i c e  t h e y  u s e ?  T h e  w a y  t h e y  c a r e l e s s l y  o f f e r
w h o  t h e y  t r u l y  a r e  w i t h  n o  f u c k s  g i v e n ?  I s  i t  t h e  q u e s t i o n s  t h e y
a s k ?



On Instagram the word theme is used to describe the aesthetic, like using all pictures with

pastels, putting a black border on each post, or having a checkerboard effect alternating quotes

and pictures.

I’m also referring to themes in your content as a more broad term (and this applies across

platforms). For example as a spiritual business strategist my social media presence includes

themes of the mystical/mysterious (to help remind people they are so much more than the

mundane daily activities of life) and motivation/uplifting posts while also normalizing

encountering obstacles (because when you’re first getting started traction seems so far away!).

You can start with very basic awareness of how you want to focus and over time evolve this

into something more sophisticated. Remember, getting started allows you to make progress!

A C T I O N  S T E P S :

✓ IF it feels delicious to use social media to build your business consider how you want people to

feel when they encounter you and your business.

✓ Create an inspiration folder.  Pinterest is a great place to store ideas. When you see an

amazing Instagram account or an awesome piece of marketing you can pin the item to your

Social Media Vision board.

✓ At a minimum consider the types of content you want to share and the calls to action. As you

mature your social media presence you can shape the themes you use. Note I’m using this word

in two ways.
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We are so far into the future it’s CRAZY my love nuggets. Tools abound and GREAT ONES at that. 

For instance Later is a scheduling tool for Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest and Twitter, and you can post 
thirty posts a month for free. Why in the great tea kettle would you not use this?!?

I like Later for it’s in-app Instagram feed preview and MeetEdgar for its emphasis on reusing content 
and passionate focus on serving the small business owner. Remember, the right tool for you is the one 
that meets your needs. If you don’t have a lot of complicated requirements for technology it can be as 
simple as looking at what tool meets you where you are at with their price and visual interface. (I’m a 
Taurus, I want my tools to be pretty!)

You should be using copyright-free images. Yes, you can still get sued for using other people’s images 
without their consent. I love Unsplash for high-definition copyright free photos. 

A C T I O N S T E P S :

✓ Decide which social media platform you want to focus on first (one at a time, PLZ.)

✓ Decide which social media management tool you would like to use to begin (breathe, you can

always change later).
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Use Tools
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https://unsplash.com/


It’s probable that your engagement will shift over time. Maybe dramatically (over a few weeks, months

or years). And that shouldn’t matter. Why? Because you are going to shift. What lights you up one

year in your business is going to change the next. And that’s completely ok. 

When you first show up on social media the victory is going to be in showing up and  putting your feet

in the water. There is no need to attempt crazy complex acrobatics. You get gold stars for being there.

Just like how the first time you do anything your win is doing it, you can save the desire for specific

results down the road.

Visibility

After you get established on social and start to find your sea legs there will be another pull for bravery.

This time the muscles that you stretch are speaking the words (or sharing the written ones) that scare

you.

Vulnerability

As you grow your use of social media for your business you’ll have a more refined sense of what content

is the most engaging for your audience, what platforms your soul-match customers use, and what they

need to hear to come closer to you. This takes time and intention. You probably won’t have a soul-cial

media strategy that glows from day one. What matters is being clear that you want to use social in an

aligned way and you want business to come from that.

Strategy

Humans connect with emotions and stories evoke the hell out of them. So does your personal sharing,

that’s why it is so important to explore your vulnerability in your business. 

Storytelling

3
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Check In To See
What Needs to Evolve
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A C T I O N  S T E P S :

✓ After you’ve worked on social media consistently for a month, schedule in a 90 minute block

on your calendar. This is a check in point for you to evaluate what you are sharing, what is

getting the most engagement, what posts are the most fun to create and share, what is the

hardest to create and share, and generally how you would like to evolve what you are posting.

 

Date to check in and have the strategy/reflection session

 

 

 

✓ Brainstorm a list of ten stories from your life and consider how they relate to your business.

Tease out relationships between the story and the work you are doing. Identify how the

experiences make you better at what you do, better able to relate to your customer, more

committed to the success of your work and so on. Ultimately, this is a list for you to create and

share.
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Don’t get upset by the use of the word ‘loose.’ The point here is to help you keep your sanity instead of

having you click refresh on an analytics dashboard every fifteen minutes. 

 

What metrics should you use? The recommended metrics are identified for each social media platform

in the segments below. In general you want to have a close eye on the numbers you control (e.g., how

often you post) and a loose eye on the numbers you can’t control (e.g., followers, engagement, and so

forth). 

4

A C T I O N  S T E P S :
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Have A Loose
Tracking of Metrics
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✓ Consider how often you want to track your

metrics. When you first start out weekly or

every other week is good. Later you can

transition to monthly or hand it over to a social

media manager. When you decide how often

you want to track metrics, put a note on your

calendar and a time slot so you can remind

yourself to review the metrics.



Frequently Asked Questions
G e n e r a l  S o c i a l  M e d i a

How do you keep your sanity and be on social media without it overtaking everything else?

You should have a finely-tuned awareness of how much your phone impacts your life. How

do you know how sensitive you are to social media? Go on a detox for a weekend or a single

day and see how you feel. If it makes a really big impact you should be intentionally limiting

how much time you spend on social media. There are heaps of tools that will enable you to

do that. None of them matter unless you set the appropriate boundaries.

 

It’s really important to put boundaries around social media and set intentions when you use it.

For instance, setting a maximum time limit of 90 minutes a day and giving yourself 30

minutes around morning, noon, and night. I do recommend that you start your day away

from email/social media. Especially when you leverage the spiritual discipline early I find it

sets the tone for the day. If you start the day on social media you don’t lead the day, you get

dragged by it! 
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How often should you post on social media?*

There’s no right answer folks! The algorithms are always changing and the answer really

depends on your audience and what they want. Experts disagree on this and what I

recommend you do is focus on your sweet spot for right now. If you aren’t using social media

consistently posting twice a week could feel big.

 

 

 

*I love this resource here.



Give yourself space to grow and understand this will vary. For instance, Facebook could be 
multiple times a day. Instagram could be three times a week.

If you want hard facts I like this article talking through the data here.

https://meetedgar.com/blog/how-often-you-should-actually-post-social-media/

Remember, your energy matters and if all this makes you gulp with unhappiness you don’t 
have to use it or you can relate to it in a unique, novel way. We are here to do things 
completely differently and build a new earth, that means not letting social media bully us 
around.

What should you talk about on social media?

Imagine that your business is composed of friends who are finding one another after 
forgetting that they’ve lost each other. They are listening to you on your platform and they 
just love to hear about your day, what’s on your mind, what you are passionate about, and 
the things that are part of your magic and soul wisdom. Understanding that, what is up for 
grabs is really whatever is on your heart and on your mind. The only thing is - you have to 
understand that the audience will come but you have to start talking first. So if you say - but 
Steph! - I only have five followers on Instagram! I’d say great, treat them like gold, show up 
for that audience like you would 100 or 10 million and that’s the plan for growth with soul.

Remember too that you can focus on quality over quantity. The internet sometimes feels like a 
hall of mirrors because people are starving for quality. That’s why they keep resharing the 
same tired old quotes. So, the challenge is, what’s the wisdom inside of you that you can 
share, instead of resharing Gabby Bernstein for the 6 millionth time?

Audiences crave great content. Address your people’s questions and needs in fresh fun ways. 
They will love you for it. I love this phrase, ‘content is fire, social media is gasoline’ That’s one 
of the reasons why you don’t have to live on social media, you can just pop in when it serves 
you. Because all that great content will come to you when you are aligned and the juicy 
energy is flowing (maybe after a nap or some time in a hammock?!).
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Be savvy. You can scope out what your competition is doing (or you one day you hope to be

peers type competition!) and create based on topics they bring up (showcasing your

perspective, not copycatting).

 

Your content should line up with your overall messaging. Social media is used as an extension

of what you do in your business in the sense that the things you talk about there should

relate back to core problems that your soul-match client is thirsty to solve. That and all the

fun quirky parts of your personality that you want to smoothe over so you don’t seem weird.

Did I mention we’ll be turning up the volume on them? We will.

 

If you don’t know what your overall messaging is you probably don’t have a lot of clients yet

so you don’t know as much about their problems. That’s ok! This is a process. Start where you

are at. You can figure this out in real time. No need to worry about being in between. This is

what growth looks like.

 

So there are multiple types of things to share on social media and I prefer the 80/20 ratio.

80% of content is educating your audience, 20% of content is promoting your work/selling to

your audience.

 

Within those categories there are plenty of options. For instance that 80% could contain

funny memes laughing about your industry.

 

A comment on Quote Cards:

 

Quote cards are those graphics with quotes on them. Don’t exert a lot of energy on these.

Every so often I run into entrepreneurs who are spending hours every week creating these

cards. You are far, far better off recording a video or generating a few short posts or articles

using this time. Quote cards may look pretty but they can be dangerous. They are motion -

so they make you feel like you are doing something.

 

They are pretty so they make you feel good and may cover up the discomfort you feel

around what to do that isn’t them. Be really, really cautious about investing energy in quote
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cards. The return on investment for your time is usually nowhere near what you invest in

them. If you can’t build them in less than 10 minutes on Canva, don’t do it. Just share (with

attribution) other people’s content. And if you can create them in less than 10 minutes on

Canva, consider the opportunity cost. What aren’t you doing if you are building quote cards?

 

What’s a quote card? An image (or background) with a quote.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now, what about personal pages? Social media is about being social. I also think you can

share yourself, your hobbies, your personal life (your dogs or cats?!), but you need to decide

what you are comfortable with. So that formula could look like 20% selling programs, 40%

educating your audience and 40% your personal life. Or switch the numbers and show 10%

of your personal life. Find an amount of sharing that feels good and in alignment. Don’t

violate your boundaries or think you have to in order to grow your business.
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I strongly believe that if you are here reading this you are probably healing past lifetimes

wounds around being seen for your magic and being hurt or killed as a result. I believe we

have entered a new paradigm and those old ways aren’t in effect any more. We can show

up and be magical and woo and that will help heal the world. I think the world needs us fully

expressed so all these dormant magical people can wake up and be activated to their true

power.

 

Only you can decide it’s time. Only you can accept that it’s safe. I recommend entering the

water slowly and seeing how welcoming folks are and how fascinated people are with magic.

Engagement is often way way higher on content and posts with woo but find your edge and

go at the pace that reflects what feels like achievable bravery.

What if I’m scared of being seen and showing my woo?
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Focus is critical to your mental health AND the long term survival of your business. Pick one

platform that you want to grow (that feels like a hell yes, or feels playful, or just makes you

curious and open to more) and focus on that for a good 6-8 months.

 

You’re going to get itchy and want to dismiss that so I’ll say it again. Pick one platform. Focus

there. Love on it, play with it, get to know it and create consistently for it. Then after a period

of growth - you can add another. How to know which platforms you should be on? Ask

yourself, what feels great? Start there.

What platforms should I be on?

Pick one platform. Focus there. Love on it and create consistently for it. 
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The short answer is, it depends. The longer answer is, probably not. You need to focus (see

above) and allow yourself to grow your audience in a way that feels really delicious. For

most of my clients that means simple, strong, using personal relationships and sharing.

Growing one platform at a time.  If LinkedIn is your one platform that’s cool. But keep it

simple.

Should I be on LinkedIn (Snapchat/Twitter)?

You don’t. You can’t. It’s a full time job. Instead, connect with one influencer that you enjoy

who specializes in that platform and get on their newsletter list; they will do the heavy lifting

for you. You can keep tabs on the shifting surf through them but don’t let it overwhelm you.

Remember, you are energy and your business is a natural outcome of your Calling. It isn’t

predicated on a particular tool or algorithm. You are way, way, way bigger than that.

 

I find for the muggle marketing folks who use social media to grow their business there is

usually about one meltdown per quarter (sometimes more, sometimes less). These are the

OHMYGOD things are changing!!! Frantic panic attacks. Which can be partially warranted

because the math moves in a big way, but also reflect people getting so attached to one tool

that they forget to grow an ecosystem for their work to thrive.

 

So here me now… There are no instant wins in business. That’s why it’s important to use

social media IF you enjoy it. And this is why it’s important to diversify your work into

different places and create more than one on ramp for people to find you.

 

Resources I recommend:

Hootsuite, Hubspot, and MeetEdgar have FANTASTIC blogs that are very high quality, well

written, and timely. Typically when there are substantive changes to the major social media

platforms these blogs will have a nice comprehensive article written about the scope of

changes and how to surf the waves of change with ease and grace.

How do I “keep up” with the changing (Facebook/Instagram/Pinterest) algorithm?
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Should I try this latest cool feature (IGTV, Facebook Watch Party, etc)?

If it feels great or just makes you curious, go for it! When these platforms release new

features they prioritize them so you can potentially get more traffic using the latest bells and

whistles. My only caution is that you don’t try to force things that don’t feel good, or don’t

particularly call to you.

The short answer is YES. You want access to the analytics (and, depending on the platform,

the special features) that business accounts have to offer. 

Should I get business accounts?

When it doesn’t feel delicious anymore and you can’t automate or delegate your way out of

the ick factor.

 

As your business grows your time will need to tighten to those activities that only you can do,

so while it might seem out of reach as you are reading this right now to hire someone for ten

hours a month this may be exactly what your future self is doing so she can focus on creating

fantastic content and serving her people.

 

Direct people to your new favorite platform rather than delete your old page. Archive (not

delete) Facebook groups.

How do you know when it’s time to ditch a social media platform?



At its most basic Facebook is a platform for community that supports people connecting

socially. Before I go further, a story.

 

Two tea shops open up in your neighborhood. Both exactly the same distance away from you

(five blocks) with exactly the same prices for tea (2.50). However, one store is a big box

franchise that you can find anywhere in your region. The other store is independent, locally

owned, and the owner dresses in a funky, fresh way that makes you feel good every time

you see her. She seems to share your values with a poster up in the window about a local

organization you love, and she even had music playing when you walked by that you love to

jam to! She really seems like your people.

 

Now, who is getting your 2.50 for tea? The locally owned fun shop owner right?

Now, why?

 

Well, you like to support small business. And it’s not that far out of the way and the price is

reasonable and - 

 

All of that is your brain justifying your decision after that. Which is exactly why

understanding sales psychology is so important for you to use social media effectively. Sales is

an emotional process. People say Yes in their gut before they rationalize it in their minds.

 

When people see business owners that have similar interests they feel more comfortable and

are quicker to like and trust them. This is why it’s a wonderful thing to share what you are

passionate about - because you’ll call in other fans. And your passion has charm to it. Your

clients will love you for the things you love!

 

I’m going to share a few different ways that you can use Facebook to grow your business

and get clients.
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Create a Profile Funnel on your Personal Page
This is a way of letting people who want to know more about you understand at a glance 
who you are, what you do, and the next step they can take to move deeper into your world.

Here is a video explanation of a profile funnel.

A profile funnel is really useful because you can absolutely get amazing clients just by 
showing up on social media and being your full awesome self. That means with all of your 
quirks and hobbies and passions. Sometimes you may be commenting in groups and sparking 
curiosity from other people and when you have a profile funnel that means that people can 
find out about you and come deeper into your work world orbit.

Showing up in Facebook groups and helping other people is one way of creating potential 
clients. However I think unless you have a specific niche or find a group that has a great 
energy and client match this can be a challenging way to approach getting clients. I think it 
has the potential to be a slog and it can also be a way of hiding. That said, you can create 
clients by being helpful to others (and having a clear profile funnel!) so if this calls to you, 
carry on!

This can be tricky because of the dynamics of supporting others when you are in someone

else’s group. Do they serve the same customer as you? We work on the collaborative

plane not the competitive plane but not every business owner will share that mindset so

just be conscious about coming from a place of service and not actively pitching people in

a group managed by someone else. (That’s why the profile funnel is so important!

Potential customers can come towards you)

I am not a fan of the more common “copy my lifestyle” posts that have spread in bigger

coaching groups. I see people at times copy and paste these posts across multiple groups

and that seems like a missed opportunity. Each group is a different community that has a

different energy and needs different things. So when you consider how to be of service 

Helping Others in Facebook Groups

https://meetedgar.com/blog/how-often-you-should-actually-post-social-media/
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there are three things I would emphasize. First is to be up for responding to questions 
posed by other people in groups when those questions are within your area of knowledge. 
You can always reuse the response you provide to someone else as the core of a 
newsletter article or post for your business page.

Second is to watch how other people respond and remember that the differences between 
your approach and theirs is part of what makes you special. If you aren’t already aware 
of how your approach is not the same as other people this is an opening to observe and 
gather data.

Third, if the same problems and questions keep coming up over and over again this is 
actually an indicator signal that points out where your people are getting gummed up. 
This is  an excellent sign of where you can create an opt-in or special service to support 
them. Should you do an opt in or package? Great question. You can ask your Guides. You 
can also experiment. This is a process! Trusting yourself and trying things out is a part of 
the journey.

Stuck on where to be of service? You can use the search bar on facebook and type in 
keywords related to your work. If you are interested in some groups where business 
owners gather here are some Facebook groups I recommend:

The Heart Centered Entrepreneur

Lit Up & Loaded Entrepreneur

The All In Entrepreneur

Conscious Entrepreneurs Collective

As you move forward and share more of who you are and your business you may find you

experience resistance. You decide no one on your personal Facebook page wants to hear

about your business or you feel goofy about sharing offers because why would friends want

to buy from you? Or even a hesitation because some of the woo will alienate your mom’s

second cousin.

Using Lists to segment your posts (and woo)

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1754831591420374/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/litupandloadedentrepreneur/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1695353214032160
https://www.facebook.com/groups/902479946773638


Look, all of this is bullshit and when you get quiet and connect you can probably feel that.

But, as you are growing your bravery muscles tools can help. This is one. You can create a list

of people that you want to exclude from seeing your posts. You can also create a list of

people you want to share with. You may have never even heard of Lists on Facebook but

this is just another feature you can deploy. You can create a list of potential customers so you

can make sure you check in on them and comment on their posts. (Just do it in a way that

reflects good energy, nothing skeevy.)
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Your business really soars when you are who you are unapologetically and without

caveat. I mention this because the tendency is to use a business page for business (sales

pages, promo posts, blog content, etc) but that really leaves the social part of social media

on the table. Share your hobbies, your passions, your life. Share you! And if that sounds

like a lot just trust me this is one reason why you want to focus on growing one platform

at a time.

 

Let me reinforce you don’t have to have a business page. It’s optional. However when

you want to run Facebook ads just know it is necessary to have a business page to do

that.

 

I recommend creating  2-3 videos on topics that are important to your potential clients

and adding captions. If you don’t know what topics are important but you know the area

Business Page 

Another cool feature is See First - this means that Facebook will show you a persons posts

right away. (And yes, if you didn’t realize it that means you are not seeing everything other

people post!) This is great for checking in on what’s happening with your awesome clients

(until you hit the limit which at the time of writing is something like 30 people). Of course

you can also create a list of potential clients and check in on them that way. Some people use

the See First feature to keep track of friends or even influencers that are dishing out good

content. You can use it in whatever way serves you best.

“See First”
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that is resonating you can sneak a peek at a practitioner who is further along in their

business and look at the videos they are creating. What topics are the most popular? Do

they have questions they are answering that you an opinion on? You can’t copy but you

can be informed and inspired by them. And yes, even though that mega influencer is

making a video on the thing, your voice still matters. Your background, your credibility,

your voice all make a unique difference.

 

It’s SO important to manage your expectations and be realistic about what a healthy

business page on Facebook means. Typical organic engagement (read: you are not

paying to boost ads) will look like 5-10% reach. That means 5-10% of the 300 or 3,000

people who liked your page will see the content.

On your business page you can set up the Messenger function to do lots of groovy things

including a mini class where you deliver a video with training each day. This is a super cool

fresh way to reach your people and another way to add value. If it feels great you can invite

your people to join you there by offering a resource or video or something that isn’t available

elsewhere by joining you on Chat.

 

The service, ManyChat, lets you do this easily without any coding required. As with any new

technology the tendency can be to get swept up by options and that moves you away from

soul nudges - so stay focused on what your heart wants and what feels delicious.

Chat

For your business page just looking at engagement is enough to start. After a few weeks of

posting you’ll be able to see what material is most compelling for your audience. Where are

they commenting? What are they liking? What seems to fall flat? You can use this to inform

what you share. Share more engaging content, get more engagement, grow your audience.

Remember, this is a long term journey.

What metrics should you track?
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Creating a Facebook Group

I find that groups build more value. They also take more time. Do you cherish the idea of a

community? Do you love the idea of leading conversations?

 

A Facebook group is like a clubhouse, where you can admit people and create conversations

that might not otherwise happen (out in the open). Groups are a way that you can be of

service, be a leader, and I don’t recommend them for everybody. Really, if you feel a nudge, a

calling, then go for it, otherwise there are lots of other great places to expend your energy.

Should I set up a business page or a group?

I recommend having laser focused intentions about what you want to get from your

Facebook group. Remember, clarity is part of how the miracles come through! When you

have laser focused intentions you are clear about how you are using social media when you

go on it. For instance, I want to share about my business, here’s 20 minutes to do that. I want

to see how my friends are doing, here’s 15 minutes to do that. I feel lonely and antsy and I

want to - NO. No actually. Don’t go onto social media to do that… Go on a walk and call a

bestie instead.

 

So for purposes of the group having laser focused intentions means understanding what

people will receive when they join your group and what will happen there. For me that’s

business and magic knowledge combined and lots of juicy training. You might start with the

awareness that you feel called to it, and more clarity can emerge from doing the thing. That’s

a okay! Just come back to those intentions as you grow over time.

Clear Intentions

I recommend you use Facebook’s membership management tools like using admin questions

to filter who you let into your group. Unfortunately there are spambots and people who are

more interested in selling than connecting and questions are a great way to stay focused on

the friendly folks. In the future as you have more clarity membership questions can help you

filter out people that don’t fit your soul match client profile. What are some good questions?

I’ve experimented with different questions over time.

Member Questions
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Here are some I’ve used:

 

     What would you like to get from this group?

     How did you find this group?

     (Optional) If you’d like to get more details on soul-led business please share your email

address.

Facebook automagically creates a “Welcome New Members” post that you can share. I do

recommend that you tweak this in some fashion. You can do a post like I have in my

Facebook group where I’m welcoming, inviting current members to say hi, sharing important

guidelines, then inviting them to explore more and watch videos that share training.

 

I’ve joined a heaping helping of groups in the past few years and I’ve seen a variety of ways

to do this - from very simple to rather complicated. The important thing here is I recommend

you do it, and I encourage you to find your way. That’s one of the spiffy things about owning

a group, you can do it your way.

Welcome New Members

Another great consideration for your group is what boundaries you want to have in place.

Can people promote their programs in your group? Can they share videos from their business

page? Can they do chain posts (like my Instagram and show me yours so I can follow you)?

It’s super important to understand what works for you and what doesn’t. That will probably

work for your people you attract to your group. Set boundaries so the folks that don’t get it

can be good or be gone.

Group Boundaries

When you first start a group it can be daunting. How exactly do others show up?! How

exactly do you get folks engaged?!

 

And what I want to say is, I’ve been there too. And it’s okay to be frustrated, to change

gears, to try things and have it not work out. Traditionally two methods that have been

Use Lives/Events
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effective in growing groups 1) using Facebook Lives and 2) holding events. Now when you

first get started having a group of people show up for a challenge that you do focused on a

specific topic can be a great way to gather energy. And really in woo terms that is what you

are doing.

 

And that’s why it can be hard when you start because the energy takes time to build and

you might be contributing all or most of it to the collective.

 

So, use Facebook Lives because Facebook loves video. It promotes the material and makes it

easier for people in the group to see. (If people don’t change notifications to all Facebook

changes it for them to friends or highlights which means they won’t know when you post! This

is something else you can highlight in your welcome post)Think about the topics that are

meaningful to your audience (you can also ask them what matters!) and create Lives around

that. You can also schedule events like trainings from a guest or an interview (kind of like a

podcast but Live).

When you visit a lot of larger groups there will often be themes like Promo Friday or Blog

Monday. The reason why the group owner is doing this is to encourage folks in the group to

contribute and focus on showing up in the group (on various days). The more you engage in

a group the more Facebook sees that you want to be part of the community and the more

notifications it will send you about activity there.

 

This is really helpful to encourage participation although as a technique I think this is fading.

What feels most alive right now it providing prompts and questions for people to answer.

And know that Facebook allows you to schedule posts in your group (although I prefer to

schedule posts through MeetEdgar).

Schedule Prompts/Have Themes

How do you create cohesive groups? How do you build community? You make the vision

really clear. You create opportunities for people to share themselves, to ask for help and to

give it. You use your own language and create inside jokes and stories. You help people

identify as a member of your community through behavior and language. This is something

Build Community
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that happens over time but I want you to know it as a principle (assuming you are reading

this because a Facebook group is important to you!).

Every once in a blue moon I encounter a public group.  I don’t think you should have a public

group - if you want people to see then just engage on your business page. My opinion is that

people don’t have an incentive to join your community if they can see all the conversations

taking place.

 

I also don’t think your group should be secret, unless it’s for a paid offer (and that offer is

closed). Unless those caveats apply I think your group should be closed, not secret. That

means people can find your group (they know it exists) but they can’t see the conversations

unless they join. Secret groups means that they won’t know the group exists unless someone

like you tells them. (That makes it much harder to grow your group organically which you

want when it’s free.)

Public versus Closed

When people join your Facebook group they are saying yes to being part of your community.

That said there is an opportunity to be of service to them by creating a lead magnet that you

can use as an opt in to your mailing list. If that sounds confusing just know I’m talking about

a resource, a recording, a checklist or something else that would be valuable for your

audience that they can get in exchange for signing up for your email list.

 

You don’t have to do this right away but I recommend if you like Facebook and you love

your group that you create an opt-in.

Create an Opt-In

I recommend monthly (although when you are getting started you may prefer every other

week) to review Group Insights (Facebook’s analytics dashboard for groups). Group insights

shows you the most engaging posts, the most active members, and the popular days of the

week and times. It also shows you group growth over time. This is a great dashboard to

explore that as an admin of your group you have access to.

Group Metrics



Facebook - FAQ

For sure. But do you want to?

Can I really use Facebook to get clients?
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Yes. And no.

 

I say yes because they can deliver a lot of new customers to you and that’s nothing to sneeze

at. I say no because if you are reading this your business infrastructure is probably young and

still in need of testing which tends to be a place where Facebook will take your money but

not return you a lot of results.

 

If ads feel important get a pixel on your website. A Facebook pixel is just a piece of code that

you put on your website (into the header, specifically). Pixels will help you track the people

coming to your website, what actions they take there and ultimately make better use of your

Facebook advertising dollars.

 

It takes time to be ready for Facebook ads - because to spend your money wisely you want

to know that you are dialed in to the language that your soul match client uses. You should

have an email list that is set up with a welcome email and preferably some semblance of a

nurture sequence (a series of emails to help them get to know and learn more about your

work).

 

You also need to be prepared to take time for them to work (they are not a lightning strike

by any means). To optimize them. To test which audiences work best for you. And if all of

this sounds more complicated than boosting a post, congratulations! You are leaning in to the

truth. It can be very powerful but it is a process.

Are Facebook ads really worth  it?

If you have a tiny number of people who have liked your business page (say, 50) and 800

friends on your personal page, the numbers are leaning much more towards your personal

How much do I post on my personal page versus my business page?
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page. You can estimate anywhere between 5-10% at the most will see what you post, so 5%

of 50 looks like much different than 5% of 800, eh? You also have to consider when you first

get going your brain may want you to post where fewer people can see you, to keep you

safe. So really stretch yourself and consider where the energy is. Your friends will want to

support you and you can ask them to share your material too.

Reach means how many people see your post. Yes, using links generally means fewer people

will see your post. Facebook is running a miniature world that they’ve created and they want

to keep people on it. That means that they don’t want people to click links and leave their

platform. So whether you are sharing links to that spiffy feel good article that makes your

heart sing or a link to your program page, Facebook is going to share your post to fewer

people.

 

This makes the argument for sharing fewer links or sharing them thoughtfully but let’s not

forget YOU ARE ENERGY. And the right people are going to see what you share. And you

don’t have to spend a heap of energy gaming the system. I just want you to be aware of this

so when you want to enroll clients in that fab new offer you create multiple posts including a

few that talk about your work without links.

Do links hurt my post reach?
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YouTube is a video sharing site and it is used as a search engine. That means whether you

need to fix the dishwasher, find out how to add a pixel to your website, or learn how to grow

your own YouTube channel, you can find answers to all those questions on YouTube.

This is really powerful and it is very helpful for understanding how your clients use it. Not

every practitioner who comes to me is going to use it and that’s ok - remember, follow those

nudges and listen to the soul of your business!

Creating a YouTube channel is a great way to grow your audience.

68% of US adults use Facebook -

compare that to YouTube which is used by 73% of adults. 

There is a lot to learn here. Here is a run down of a few quick things to do.

I mentioned YouTube is used like a search engine and that means titles are important. They 
need to match the natural language questions that people have.

You can search for other practitioners in your space who have a large amount of followers 
and hack the video titles they use.

Invite friends and family to subscribe. Get to 100 subscribers as quickly as you can - so you 
can create your own custom URL.

My favorite influencer in this space is Sunny Lenarduzzi and you can find her on her website or 

her YouTube channel at https://www.youtube.com/user/SunnyLenarduzzi

Y O U T U B E

https://www.youtube.com/user/SunnyLenarduzzi
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Since we are energy, consider your intentions. Do you want credibility and authority? More

sales? To generate awareness of your business? Just sit with this and see what shows up.

You’ll need to name your channel.

Setup your channel

There are a few different places on YouTube where branding matters. And I want to caveat

this by saying in the beginning you just need to start and not overcomplicate things. You’ll

always shift and change as you get more information so starting simply allows you to get to

the point where you know more about what you want.

And you can use a tool like Canva to help you create something simple if that feels good (or

hire it out). Your YouTube Channel banner, your video thumbnail.

Decide on branding

Your audience will benefit from having a consistent release schedule. You could decide to

release videos every other Monday or each Friday or something else. But tell your audience

when the videos will be released.

You can use a third party tool like TubeBuddy to identify keywords that are meaningful.

Have a description for your video but also include ways to connect with you on other social

platforms (if you have them) and the call to action that’s relevant for you.

Release videos

Look at audience retention. When do people stop watching the video?

As you create videos you’ll also be able to view traffic source reports which can help you

understand what people were searching YouTube for when they found you (and help you

see patterns - letting you follow the energy and interest). Remember, if this platform doesn’t

call to you, you don’t need it.

Metrics
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Instagram is a photo sharing service and social networking app. That means the primary thing

you do on it is share pictures and connect with people.

 

When you first get started it may be enough to be brave and show up and share your life.

There are people that create completely curated accounts which are highly stylized and while

you can do that it seems to be a fading trend. Instead I recommend taking some time to play

and explore and that includes looking at the accounts that feel fun and are beautiful to you.

 

Depending on what reports you read it’s mentioned that Instagram has the highest interaction

levels of any social media channel. This means that this platform is a great place to

communicate with your people. It’s a great place to ask questions, see what resonates, and

ditch what doesn’t.

 

There are some things for Instagram I recommend you do.

 

First is create a great bio. Now, depending on your audience and area of focus, or how the

wind flows, this can change. But take a look at the bios for people you love and see what

they emphasize. Often it is their area of expertise, what makes them different, a special

hashtag they use that’s just for their work, and of course you can share a link.

 

When you first get started it may be enough just to swim in what is happening and explore.

One way to do that is to follow a handful of hashtags that spark your interest. Ultimately

hashtags are a way to connect with your audience and be found by your people. Accordingly

you’ll want to follow a few that are relevant to your audience.  This is an excellent Guide on

hashtags - https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-hashtags/

 

If Instagram if your favorite I strongly recommend creating a branded hashtag. This is a

hashtag for your brand, associated with your business. You can also use your name as a

hashtag. Always, always, always check to make sure your proposed hashtags aren’t in use for

something else (double meanings and the mania of the news cycle make this challenging I

know).

I N S T A G R A M

https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-hashtags/
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There are two key ways to share on Instagram. First is by posting to your feed. This creates

an archive of photos and people who search for you can see them (unless you mark your

account as private which some people to out of concern for safety or to cultivate allure).

 

The second way is by sharing to your Stories. Stories is a feature within the app that allows

you to temporarily share material (in a quasi slideshow format) to followers. You can create

videos and do Lives, make a Boomerang (mini video that plays forward and backward),

share photos including selfies and play with questions, polls, and stickers. One feature that it is

worth taking time to experiment with is using “Story Highlights” which are bundles of Stories

that you save and put at the top of your profile.

 

You could use Story Highlights on  your profile to share customer testimonials, new products

or services, or your cat. Just feel in to what potential customers would love to know about you

and your world.

 

Later has a solid guide on using apps to create Instagram stories. You don’t have to start with

a comprehensive look and feel but it’s nice to move to after a

stretch. https://later.com/blog/apps-for-instagram-stories/

 

Across Instagram you can play with filters. Some accounts establish their aesthetic by having

one filter they use across all their shares.

 

When you share links you have a few different options. You can say “link in bio” and change

the URL in your profile. I recommend expecting to have more than one link you want to share

and having a single page on your website with the relevant links you want to share or using

a paid service like Linktree or TapBio.

 

With any platform you can go down the rabbit hole with metrics. I recommend you start by

checking what are the most popular posts you have? Some will have more likes, more

comments, than others. You want to check in on those and see if you’d like to do more.

(Surprise surprise, my audience has loved selfies. I decided to do more! Dangit ya’ll)

https://later.com/blog/apps-for-instagram-stories/
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My favorite influencer in this space is Tyler J McCall and you can find him on his website at

https://www.tylerjmccall.com/ or over on Instagram at https://www.instagram.com/tylerjmccall/

 

Remember, following a savvy influencer for your platform of choice will help you stay abreast

of the latest trends without doing all the legwork yourself.

https://www.tylerjmccall.com/
https://www.instagram.com/tylerjmccall/
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A Pin can, on average, live for seven months

(compared to Twitter’s seven minutes).

 

93% of Pinners use the platform to plan purchases. 40% of

Pinterest users have a household income of 100K+

P I N T E R E S T

Pinterest is a highly visual medium that is fantastic for selling products, showing off your

articles, selling your art, and getting visibility for your opt-ins (among other things).

 

At its core Pinterest is a visual search engine that allows you to search for inspiration, ideas,

and share your own. Pins are visual bookmarks saved on boards.

Pinterest- FAQ

Fill out your bio.

Create boards that reflect your interests as well as your business.

Consider ways that you can offer amazing content that is visually oriented. Your brand

through the years (show old logos, programs, branding), A tour of your office (including

Pins of your favorite office supplies!),

Pin your favorite things.

1.

2.

3.

4.

How do you use it?

You can experiment with other strategies. I like the concept of creating an open Community

board where your followers can contribute on a particular theme.
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Avoid grainy pictures and being all business or all personal.

 

What are the interests of your soul-match client? You can create boards around your

interests, and theirs. Don’t be limited to recipes and wardrobe photos. You can share pictures

from your latest workshop, your weekly blog post, your podcast, and  your Instagram. Get

creative about how to bring people from one platform to another!

 

For Pinterest there are lots of different strategies to cultivate business but the first thing is to

make sure you are sharing yourself there. From blog posts to video interviews, your products

and lead magnets, just get your work on there. If you want to start simple you can use a

Canva template to create an appropriately sized for Pinterest graphic and add the relevant

link to your work.

What do you need to avoid?

Especially if you sell physical products, add a Pinterest button to your website. This makes it

easy for your visitors to add your product to their wish lists.
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I cannot recommend strongly enough that you get and use a social media scheduler. The tool

I currently use is MeetEdgar (affiliate link). I have a good experience with Later. And have

several recommendations for Tailwind, Hootsuite, Buffer, CoSchedule.

 

I prefer MeetEdgar (affiliate link) because it’s specializing specifically in supporting small

businesses. And that means they know my needs best. (That’s the only reason why I share

my affiliate link because I know they’ll do right by you.)

A U T O M A T I O N

As you grow your business you will find your voice. You will deepen your understanding of

your people and what topics call to them. You’ll feel the resonance in what matters to you

most. Here are a few seeds to consider as you fill out your own social media scheduler and

grow that one platform that moves you most.

B U I L D I N G  Y O U R  O W N  S O C I A L
M E D I A  S T R A T E G Y

This can be videos you record, articles you write, programs you offer, podcasts you record or

other media where you are featured.

Share Business Shizzle

Wild ass internet memes, funny jokes, baby animal photos, interspecies friendship videos,

anything that floats your boat that isn’t business.

Share Fun Stuff

How do your readers/viewers differentiate you from all the other many of you out there?

Your personality. Your quirks. Your style. Don’t edit, downplay, delete or otherwise degrade

WHO YOU ARE. It’s how your soul-match clients can recognize you. Showing up on social

media and not being who you truly are misses the whole fucking point. Don’t do that.

Show Your Quirky Interests

http://ed.gr/fjklm
http://ed.gr/fjklm
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As you grow your social media platform and connect with your audience I encourage you to 
experiment with different calls to action. When people read or listen to your work, what step 
do you want them to take? Inviting them to do something helps them know what’s important 
to you.

CTAs to Employ Liberally:

Questions (What do you think? What is your experience with X? What was the best time 
you Y? What was the worst time you Z?) 

Tags (Tag a friend who needs see this. Tag a sister boss that needs to hear this. Tag your 
business bestie.)

Share 

CTAs to Use sparingly:

Message me to join my program 

     Why? You’re the expert. You assess if they are a good fit. A better alternative is click the 
link to book a call (to chat about what you’ve tried and if I am a great match to support 
you).

None

     No matter how obvious you think it is, people benefit from a call to action so they understand 

what you want from them. I learned from Amy Walsh that you can offer a comment policy to 

posts and tell readers/viewers explicitly what comments are welcome (and which ones aren’t).

C A L L S  T O  A C T I O N

http://amywalsh.net/
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This is a lot of information. Frankly none of it matters if 1) you don’t like social media and 2)

you don’t need (or want) to use social media for your business.

 

If you enjoy social media and you want to use it for your business, take the time to determine

which platform you want to focus on first.

 

(Imagine me stamping my foot down in a charming fashion. FOCUS is what helps your

business survive and thrive. Repeat after me. FOCUS.)

 

Decide which platform you want to focus on first. 

 

Then create intentions around the platform you choose. What do you want people to

experience when they see you and your business on that platform? 

 

Focus on building relationships. Being of service. Creating amazing content to share.

POP QUIZ
Yes, this is the second one.

If you are somebody that doesn’t like social media, did you give yourself any homework
assignments?
 
If you are a one-platform kinda lady, did you give yourself action items for other platforms you
don’t love?

The only acceptable answer to these Qs is NO.
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